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Abstract—Recent advancements in modelling speech and audio signals using deep neural networks have shown that systems learning both features and the classifier can be built directly from raw signal. However, the performance of such end-to-end systems for acoustic scene classification (ASC) task is still not at par with conventional systems built using spectral features. In this work, we propose a raw waveform based end-to-end ASC system using convolutional neural network. In contrast to the existing studies using a non-hierarchical model, our framework leverages the hierarchical relations between acoustic categories to improve the classification performance. To this aim, our multi-task model is trained with coarse and fine labels that correspond to different levels of abstraction. In order to ensure consistency in the encoded information via label hierarchy, the proposed framework uses a prototypical model. Such a model ensures that the learned representations at least match to one of the global categorical learned prototypes. We also employed a statistical pooling layer to aggregate hidden representations over multiple frames of the input audio signal. The statistics (mean and standard deviation) are concatenated together to form a fixed-length audio embedding. This aggregation is done via an attention module so as to guide the model’s attention even in presence of relatively short or transient acoustic events. Further, the proposed framework incorporate two parallel feature processing pipelines to achieve different resolutions for extracting important acoustic cues. Various experiments on publicly available datasets are performed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework for ASC task. Additional transfer learning experiments showed the proposed model’s adaptation capability to unseen data. Network analysis and visualizations demonstrate the importance of individual modules and their impact on overall representation learning for ASC task.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ACOUSTIC scene classification (ASC) [1] involves classifying sounds produced in environments such as cars passing by, park or train, and has a lot of potential in various applications, e.g., context-aware devices [2], audio based multimedia search [3]. Most of the existing mobile devices such as hearing aids, smart-phones and robotic platforms are equipped with microphones. ASC can be used to automatically detect the environment in which these devices are being used e.g., office or park so that different signal processing/machine learning methods can be employed [4].

Influenced by traditional speech processing methods, early works on ASC typically divide the task of recognizing acoustic scenes into two sub-tasks, which are optimized either independently or in an end-to-end manner. The first step involves modelling the time frequency characteristic of audio signals, followed by building a machine learning model to classify different acoustic scenes. Building upon the advancements in speech applications, many existing ASC approaches employ spectral features such as filterbank outputs with a linear or Mel scale [5] and spectrograms [6], [7]. However, such features, may not be optimal for ASC task in the sense that they may end up using a different sub-optimal time-frequency settings for input in terms of filter-bank type and size, time-frequency resolution or magnitude compression. Another major issue with existing approaches is that they are trained on datasets with audio-level labels, such as DCASE [8], and AudioSet [9]. Audio-level labels do not specify the actual time-stamp of the corresponding event of interest in the signal. Thus, the trained models struggle to recognize short or transient sound events which characterize a whole audio scene e.g., identifying ‘Office’ class from DCASE dataset via sound of mouse/keyboard clicks. Further, training with audio-level labels do not incorporate semantically important class taxonomy which can group similar categories into coarse-classes. Incorporating higher semantic level class hierarchy (such as Vehicle class for bus, train and car) can significantly boost the performance. Nevertheless, the state-of-the-art systems for ASC which although employ spectral features, achieve better performance by combining evidences from multiple features or processing pipelines [10].

Recently, there is a growing interest in directly modelling raw speech/audio using deep neural networks (DNN) as opposed to using conventional spectral features. These DNN are generally based on 1D convolutional neural network (CNN) [11], [12]. Similar to conventional time domain processing or filtering operation for feature extraction, 1D-CNNs can learn spatially or temporally invariant features from time-domain waveforms. The initial CNN layers learn a short time-frequency decomposition of signal [13]. For instance, in speech recognition the first layer tends to behave as a log-spaced frequency selective filter-bank [14] similar to mel-scale. For speaker verification task, depending on filter size the first layer is shown to focus on voice source related [15] or vocal tract system related speaker discriminative infor-
The major difference of multiple convolutional/aim is to annotate timestamp of an audio event in an audio references. This does not include event onset detection where the aim is to annotate timestamp of an audio event in an audio waveform. The proposed approach uses a 1D-CNN comprising of multiple convolutional/pooling layers for representation learning, followed by fully-connected layers for classification. The major differences of this work with existing ones are:

1) ‘Feature pooling’ via introduction of a statistics pooling layer instead of maxpooling/global-average pooling followed by ‘temporal pooling’ over all frames of an audio signal. This is done to discriminate acoustic scenes based on ‘supra-segmental’ information from a large input context, using statistics (mean and standard deviation) across the temporal dimension.

2) An attention module is incorporated to guide the model’s attention towards relatively short or transient events in a long audio.

3) The model is trained to classify acoustic scenes at different levels of label hierarchy. This is motivated by the fact that it is easier for humans to identify first the coarse class of the audio (e.g., outdoor), and then the fine class (e.g., street or metro station) [24].

4) Exploiting the network’s discrete latent space, each audio is first locally encoded, and such features are then used to update the network parameters such that it match with the global conditional prototype of a coarse category. This encourages label consistency and better discriminative latent features.

5) Pertaining to task 3) and 4) mentioned above the overall network is trained in a multitask training regime which supports continual learning exhibiting transfer learning with the ability to learn and scale with new acoustic categories across hierarchy.

We show classification experiments on a large dataset, created after combining four publicly available datasets with coarse and fine classes. The choice of dataset also compliments the problem setup where one has access to distinct labeled data in each category. Experiments show that the proposed raw audio based system exhibit complimentary information to spectral features based ASC systems. Additional transfer learning experiments demonstrate the proposed model’s adaptation capability to unseen data. Network analysis and visualizations highlights the discriminative ability of the latent bottleneck features, importance of individual modules and their impact on overall representation learning for ASC task.

The rest of the paper is organized as: Section II briefly reviews the existing approaches for ASC. The proposed end-to-end CNN based framework for ASC is explained in section III. Section IV presents the experimental setup and experimental observations are discussed in section V. An analysis on the performance of the proposed network is provided in section VI and finally the paper is concluded in section VII.

II. EXISTING APPROACHES FOR ASC

Existing works on ASC fall into three broad categories: (1) The first category of systems consists of a feature extractor and a statistical module for classification/inference. Most conventional systems employ short-term spectral features based on knowledge from speech/audio production or perception. Popular features include filterbank energies computed on a linear or Mel scale [5], and Fourier or constant-Q transform spectrograms [25], [26]. Some systems employ high-level features which are extracted by modelling 2D time-frequency representation using image processing based techniques e.g., histograms of oriented gradients [27], [28], and matrix factorization techniques like non-negative or sparse matrix factorization and archetypal analysis [26], [29]–[31]. Few studies showed that robust features can be extracted by using a deep multi-level hierarchical framework [30], [32]. The classification/inference is performed with conventional classifiers such as support vector machines, random forest and Gaussian mixture model [32], [33]. Often various systems with different feature processing pipelines are used in ensemble for better modelling.

(2) The second type of approaches employ DNN for modelling spectral features (typically using CNN or recurrent neural network (RNN) layers), to extract high-level acoustic features, followed by fully connected (FC) layers for classification. Both the feature extractor and the classifier are usually jointly trained. While Mel-spectrograms emerge as a most common choice for input feature representation, various pre-processing methods are also employed to emphasise different aspects of an acoustic scene. Such methods include binaural representation, harmonic percussive source separation, log-compression and background subtraction [6], [34], [35]. In order to further boost the performance, multiple deep learning models individually trained using different input features or pre-processing methods are combined to form an ensemble model. For instance, Zheng et. al., proposed a CNN based model for ASC task that employs fusion from multiple spectral representation based systems [10]. The performance of such deep models improve with large amount of labeled training data, however, it is generally difficult to obtain such a large database. To address this problem recent works have demonstrated the advantages of employing different data augmentation techniques ranging from ones based on time stretching or pitch shifting procedure to advanced generative adversarial networks (GANs) [7], [36].

(3) The aim of the third type of approaches is to directly model raw audio signals in an end-to-end manner. These systems are different from the one in previous category as DNN here is employed directly on raw audio signal as opposed to spectral features. Such systems were recently shown to achieve competitive performance in multiple applications such as speech recognition, speaker verification, and music tagging.
The focus of this paper is to study and show the effectiveness of such methods for ASC task.

III. PROPOSED CNN-BASED ASC SYSTEM

A neural network architecture with front-end imitating the steps involved in computing standard spectral features, can result in an ASC system that performs well without requiring manual design of features. A baseline network for ASC requires three stages: (i) linear/mel-scale filterbank outputs of the signal at around 25ms frames with a shift, (ii) stacking filterbank outputs from a context of several adjacent frames to create a feature vector, and (iii) processing these features using a DNN, before passing them to FC layers for classification. Such an acoustic modelling model can be built using 1D-CNN, where the input to the network is a segment of the raw audio signal taken in context of multiple frames. In this work, we propose such a learning framework for ASC task, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The input signal is processed by several front-end convolution layers and the resulting latent representations are used for final classification via FC layers. Both the feature extractor and the classifier are trained jointly using cross-entropy criterion and all the parameters of network are optimized via cross validation. Other relevant processing blocks are discussed in subsequent subsections. Fig. 2 (a) illustrates the first convolution layer processing. The CNN takes a raw audio signal of length $W_{seq}$ as input. $kW$ and $dW$ are the kernel width and kernel shift, respectively, which decides the block processing applied on the signal. $n_f$ denotes the number of filters in the convolution layer. For instance, the output of each filter in first layer (without padding) has dimensions $1 + (W_{seq} - kW)/dW$. Following the first layer, each subsequent layer filter, while operating at a time step and a temporal context, processes the responses of all the previous layer filters. In other words, each filter spans the entire spectral dimension and a part of the temporal dimension as shown in Fig. 2 (b). This amounts to a 2D filtering operation, where convolution is performed only in the temporal dimension, and network learns time-frequency like representations [18].

The proposed system incorporate two parallel feature processing pipelines with different block processing applied in first CNN layer (as shown in Fig. 1). This helps in achieving a different resolution for extracting important acoustic cues. Here, the block processing i.e., the kernel width $kW$ is based on standard short-term or ‘segmental’ processing and ‘sub-segmental’ with a very short kernel width. Low level descriptors from initial layers are combined by the network to form more abstract and complex features in subsequent layers, where the number of filters are increased with depth.

A. Hierarchy-aware embedding

The objectives mentioned in the introduction aims to learn fine-grained feature representations, that can help classify acoustic scene at different levels in their label hierarchy. The proposed approach utilizes the label hierarchy in a multi-task learning framework, where the latent feature embedding are classified to both coarse and fine levels. Model is expected to learn a mapping, $x \in \mathbb{R}^{d} \rightarrow f(x) \in \mathbb{R}^{d}$, that tries to project audio signal on a manifold such that the extracted embedding obey the label space hierarchy with respect to a distance metric $J(.)$. In other words, given signal vectors $x_1, x_2 \in C_1 \subset G_1$, $x_3 \in C_2 \subset G_1$, and $x_4 \in C_3 \subset G_2$, we expect: $J(f(x_1) - f(x_2)) < J(f(x_1) - J(x_3)) < J(f(x_1) - f(x_4))$ (1)
Here, \( G_j \) and \( C_j \) denote coarse and fine classes, respectively. The embedding CNN layer output, \( f(x) \) is connected to multiple softmax(.) outputs via FC layers.

B. Pooling statistics with attention for transient sound events

In conventional systems an embedding is usually extracted by first extracting DNN embedding at frame level, followed by global-average pooling all the frames of a given audio. The proposed approach includes two modifications at the pooling layer, namely the use of higher-order statistics, and the use of an attention mechanism to effectively model transient sound events. Feature pooling is performed across temporal dimension at filter outputs of embedding CNN layer. This is achieved via a stats-pooling layer that calculates the mean vector as well as the second-order statistic, the standard deviation vector. Both the statistics are concatenated to form the frame level representations. In most traditional approaches, frame level representations can be aggregated to classify acoustic scene in an audio signal. However, this is not an effective approach in case of transient events i.e., an audio signal with many silence/noisy background frames and very few event activity frames for which the time-stamp is also unknown.

In presence of transient sounds, some frames are unique and more important for discrimination than others, and thus we employ an attention module to automatically compute the importance of each frame. A normalized scalar score \( a_i \) is computed for each frame-level feature as:

\[
a'_i = g(h_i), \quad a_i = \frac{\exp(a'_i)}{\sum \exp(a'_i)}.
\]

where, \( g(.) \) is a scoring function, and \( h_i \in \mathbb{R}^d \) is the frame level concatenated output from stats-pooling layers. In this work we have considered shared-parameter non-linear attention as described in [38], which has been shown to perform well in various speech processing applications. In particular the score \( a'_i \) is computed as:

\[
a'_i = g(h_i) = \sqrt{\sum} \tanh(Wh_i + b),
\]

where \( W \in \mathbb{R}^{D \times d} \), and \( v, b \in \mathbb{R}^D \) are shared (across all audio frames) learned parameters of the attention layer.

C. Encouraging Consistency between Global and Local Embedding

A classification network encodes examples \( x \) from input space to a representation \( r = f(x) \) (audio level embedding in our case), which results in a discrete categorical \( d \)-dimensional latent embedding space. As the model trains on more observations the latent local distribution of embedding \( p(r|x, \theta) \) encoded by the model (with parameters \( \theta \)) should converge to an underlying global distribution. This global distribution can itself be characterized by a learned distribution \( p(r, z^G, \theta) \), with \( z^G \) denoting the global latent embedding prototype of a class. Here, our aim is to ensure that latent features of the acoustic model are consistent with label hierarchy, so as to update the network parameters such that latent features match with at least one of the global prototypes.

Such an approach is popular in ‘Meta learning’ regime which aims at inducing knowledge (e.g., a set of rules) such that an existing learning method can be evolved to perform on different learning problems [39]. For instance, few-shot classification problem usually employ some distance metric to compare target examples to the available prototype observations. Note that this is different than approaches which suggest training a network with discriminative loss on paired embedding using e.g., triplet or contrastive loss [40], and relies on the quality and quantity of the sampled pairs. In case of the proposed approach, the learning framework incorporates matching between local and global prototype latent variables. A similar line of work in this direction is of matching networks [41] which at an abstract level is similar to the proposed learning framework. It has also been shown that when the label distribution has obvious biases (such as being fine grained), a matching network does not perform well [41]. This is because as the model is adapted to new fine grain categories, the label space grows in size, and the model suffers from gradient update problems. In order to address this issue, we define our global prototypes only on coarse labels \( G_j \) such that adding new fine categories does not impact the global latent space and relationship between such sub categories is preserved. These prototypes are also learned during the overall training process itself. In order to update the global prototypes we considered the following loss [44]:

\[
\mathcal{L}_D = \begin{cases} 
\|r_j - z^G_j\|^2_2 & \text{if } r_j \in G_j \\
\max(0, m - \|r_j - z^G_j\|^2_2) & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]

Overall the network is trained with a joint cross-entropy and \( \mathcal{L}_D \) loss. Ideally, prototypes \( z^G_j \) should be updated (using back-propagation) as the latent features are updated, on the entire training set. To implement this efficiently, we perform the updates on mini-batches. If all classes are well-separated with the margin \( m \), value of which is recommended to be set to 1, then \( z^G_j \) will approximately correspond to the means of features in each coarse class. Thus, the loss in eq. (4) ensures that each embedded audio match to at least one of the global categorical representation, and encourages disentanglement resulting in improved discriminative latent features.

IV. Experimental Setup

This section provides system description, experimental protocol and various datasets used in the experimental study.

A. Databases

We evaluate the proposed ASC system along with existing systems on four of the largest publicly available ASC datasets described below:

1) LITIS Rouen Dataset [28]: This dataset contains 25 hours of urban audio scenes recorded with a smartphone, split into 3026 examples of 30s without overlap forming 19 different classes.

2) DCASE 2017 (Task1) Challenge Dataset [8]: It contains approximately 17 hours of binaural microphone urban audio scene recordings, split into 10s examples without overlap, forming 15 different classes.
3) DARES-G1 Dataset [45]: This dataset contains 2 hours of annotated real-world everyday sounds with a taxonomy of 6 coarse (groups) and 26 fine (locations) classes.
4) ESC-50 Dataset [46]: This dataset consists of 5s long recordings organized into 50 fine classes (with 40 examples per class), and arranged into 5 coarse classes.

The coarse categories of DARES-G1 and ESC-50 dataset are merged into 8 unique coarse classes. We then created a new dataset by combining the development (train and validation), and evaluation splits from all four datasets and arranging them in coarse classes which resulted in 70 unique fine classes. The classes are organized as follows: Animals (e.g., dog, cat, frog), Outdoor (e.g., busy street, city center, market), Nature (e.g., rain, beach, wind), Human (non-speech sounds e.g., clapping, sneezing, laughing), Domestic sounds (e.g., vacuum, washing machine, door knock), Public Places (e.g., supermarket, train station, restaurant), Vehicle (e.g., car, bus, train), Urban noises (e.g., siren, horn, chain saw). For consistency, all audio recordings were split into 5s long signals (sampled at 16KHz with 16-bits per sample). For classes with transient sounds a thresholding based segregation was performed followed by a listening test to discard any segments with silence or no acoustic signature. Overall this gives us a dataset with multi-condition data for training and testing with a large amount of variations (including transients) across categories.

B. Data Augmentation

We considered different types of audio data augmentations for raw audio signal. In particular, Time Stretching, Pitch Shifting, Dynamic range compression, and Background noise addition were adopted [7]. For binaural recordings we extract four audio waveforms for processing i.e., two from both channels, and one each from sum and difference of two channels. This helps to capture channel dependent acoustic cues such as Doppler effect. In addition, another augmentation occurs inherently in the first layer of 1D-CNN which processes raw audio with strided convolution over long overlapping segments chunked from original audio signal.

C. Network Architecture and Training

The proposed end-to-end system comprises of two feature processing pipelines: 1) segmental processing with 5 convolutional and maxpooling layers; 2) sub-segmental processing with 6 convolutional and maxpooling layers. The network depth and associated hyper-parameters are determined during the training process using cross validation. The network is trained on 5s long audio signals with an overlap of 0.5s. A pre-emphasis step followed by mean normalization prior to feeding the raw input to network was observed to be helpful for the overall training convergence. The stats-pooling layer outputs 1000-D frame level embedding, which after further processing by an attention module, are averaged to compute 128-D audio-level embedding and passed on to the final FC classification layers. The overall network configuration is outlined in Table I.

\[ n_f \] denotes the number of filters in the convolution layer. \[ nhu \] denotes the number of hidden units in the FC layer. \[ k_W \] denotes kernel width, \[ d_W \] denotes kernel shift (stride). \( Mpool \), Apool, and Spool refers to max pooling, weighted average pooling and statistics pooling layer, respectively. Weights of each FC and CNN layer are initialized with orthogonal matrices to avoid vanishing or exploding gradient problem [47]. FC layers employ rectified linear unit (ReLU) while CNN layers employ exponential linear unit (ELU) as non-linearity. The classification layers employ \( \ell_2 \)-Softmax loss, with scale parameter set according to the lower bound specified by authors in [48]. To reduce over-fitting we employed a dropout of 0.2 and orthogonal weight regularization [49] in CNN layers. Network training is done using Adam optimizer with an initial learning rate of \( 10^{-3} \).

V. Experimental Results

This section presents the evaluation of the proposed framework and comparison with existing approaches under various experimental scenarios. The performance of the proposed and existing ASC system is measured in terms of average classification accuracy (CA) on the evaluation set.

A. Classification

Table II presents the results obtained using the proposed system, where we report ‘Top-K’ accuracy by observing whether the true class is in the top K predictions. It can be observed that the accuracy on fine labels is similar to that of one with coarse labels. This indicates that model has the ability to generalize across label hierarchy, and multi-task training by jointly training with coarse and fine labels provides much better results. We hypothesize that the regularization effect of label hierarchy along with attention in the proposed framework helps in learning a better embedding space by reducing
TABLE II
Top-K CA in % of the Proposed Method for the ASC Task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Coarse Level</th>
<th>Fine Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Top-1</td>
<td>Top-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed (coarse labels)</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>89.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed (coarse labels without attention)</td>
<td>82.3</td>
<td>88.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed (fine labels)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed (fine labels without attention)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>83.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed (coarse+fine labels without attention)</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>92.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed (coarse+fine labels without attention)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>80.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III
System Characteristics for Various ASC Approaches. CNN, FC, BN and MP denotes Convolutional Layers, Fully Connected Layers, Batch Normalization, and Max Pooling, respectively. Number before CNN/FC Layer denotes Number of such Layers in the Model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Network/Model</th>
<th>Non-linearity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SB-CNN [7]</td>
<td>Logmel-Spectrogram</td>
<td>3CNN2D+BN+MP,2FC</td>
<td>ReLU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAC [50]</td>
<td>Logmel-Spectrogram</td>
<td>VGG5+BN</td>
<td>ReLU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN/i-vec [51]</td>
<td>Perceptually Weighted Mel Spectrogram</td>
<td>11CNN2D+BN+MP and i-Vector</td>
<td>ReLU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN-ensemble [6]</td>
<td>Logmel/Harmonic/Percussive-Spectrogram</td>
<td>8CNN2D+BN+MP</td>
<td>ReLU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLA [52]</td>
<td>Logmel-Spectrogram</td>
<td>ResNet50 + Attention</td>
<td>ReLU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-CNN [53]</td>
<td>Logmel-Spectrogram</td>
<td>3CNN2D+BN+MP,1FC</td>
<td>ReLU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample-CNN [37]</td>
<td>Raw Audio</td>
<td>9CNN1D+MP,2FC</td>
<td>ReLU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw-CNN [54]</td>
<td>Raw Audio</td>
<td>8CNN1D+MP,2+BN</td>
<td>ReLU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

intra-class distance and increasing inter-class distance among features (see Section IV.B for more experimental evidences). This is also experimentally verified by investigating the effect of attention with or without label hierarchy. As expected while attention module has little impact on performance at coarse level, it provides significant gain for classification at fine level.

1) Comparison with Existing Works: In this experiment, we compare the performance of the proposed system with few recent both 2D spectrograms and raw waveform based systems. While 2D spectrogram based DNNs are common in ASC, raw input based neural networks have been mostly explored in task such as speech recognition or music tagging. Our selection of existing systems was mainly based on two factors: 1) recently published work (with results reported on datasets considered in this work) and 2) availability of implementation by respective authors. All these systems are retrained (with fine label only) from scratch so as to achieve the best possible performance. Data augmentation protocol (as discussed in Section IV.B) is kept same for all the compared approaches. A brief system description for all the existing approaches is tabulated in Table III and readers are encouraged to refer original manuscripts for more details.

Results of this experiment are reported in Table IV. It can be observed that the proposed system performs better than most of the existing approaches. Considering, training with fine labels only the proposed approach performs comparable to approach in [6] which uses an ensemble of 9 models with different multi-channel input features. The approach of fused CNN/i-vector system in [51] also performs well, while approach in [52] demonstrate the effectiveness of attention module for effective modelling of important acoustic cues. Among 1D and 2D-CNN based systems, the later outperform their former counterparts. This is due to the fact that 1D-CNN systems were directly adopted from speech/speaker recognition or music tagging studies, and are not tailored to ASC task. The proposed framework bridges the gap between spectrogram and raw audio based systems with significant improvements overall. Further, these results suggest that both 2D and 1D-CNN based models learn complimentary information. To exploit this complimentary nature, we performed fusion of the proposed system with systems from [6] and [51], denoted as Proposed1 and Proposed2, respectively. It can be observed that system fusion resulted in significant gains in performance. In future work, we would like to explore the complimentary nature of different processing pipelines and propose an efficient fusion strategies for 2D spectrogram and 1D raw audio based systems.

We have also performed experiments by extracting embedding using the popular VGGish CNN model (see [55] for architecture details) pre-trained on Audioset, a dataset containing 527 audio events, and performing classification via a separately trained SVM classifier (with polynomial kernel of degree 3). It can be observed that although trained on a much smaller dataset, the proposed system performs better than VGGish model. This highlights the importance of the proposed feature extraction pipeline which incorporates attention and class hierarchy in the learning process.

B. Transfer Learning

In this sub-section, we investigate the transfer learning ability of the proposed framework to validate if the model has learned systematically good general-purpose features. We evaluate the system by fine-tuning on two datasets:

Apart from the basic CNN structure there are other factors such as normalization, weight regularization, dropout, skip-connections and loss functions which impact the overall performance. An extensive study comparing various approaches with respect to these choices is out of the scope of this paper.
1) DCASE17 Audioset [8]: This dataset is a subset of Audioset data by Google [9], and was released as a part of DCASE17 challenge. The dataset contains 17 fine audio classes divided into two coarse classes Warning and Vehicle. The training set has weak labels denoting the presence of an event without time-stamps, while for evaluation, strong labels with time-stamps are available. We generated strong labels for training by replicating the weak labels for every time frame of the audio.

2) Greatest Hits Dataset [56]: The dataset contains audio visual data recordings of different objects (e.g., dirt, glass, leaf etc.) while performing different actions (hit, scratch and other), along with their reactions (e.g., deform, scatter etc.). In this work, only the audio part of the dataset is considered. All 17 objects serve as coarse and 2 actions (hit and scratch) per object serve as 34 fine classes, respectively. The performance is evaluated using a random train-80% and test-20% split of data.

Table [V] report the results at fine level using the proposed system. The evaluation metric for Greatest Hits dataset is the Top-K accuracy, while for Audioset (which has weak labels) it is the segment based F-scores (F) and error-rates (ER) as proposed in [57]. We also experimented on proposed system without fine tuning where we first extracted embedding from the pre-trained model and then classification was performed via two separately trained classifiers namely, SVM (with polynomial kernel of degree 3) and autoencoder based logistic regression [32]. This was done to investigate conventional approaches which are less demanding in terms of tuning parameters and need of large amount of labeled training data. As expected, the performance of these classifiers lags behind that of our end-to-end learning approach. It can be observed that with transfer learning i.e., fine tuning the pre-trained system’s classification layer, the proposed approach outperforms the system that is trained from scratch. In particular, on Audioset the proposed retrained system achieved comparable performance to top performers [58] with F-score of 55.6% and [59] with ER of .66 in the DCASE17 challenge. This is encouraging given the fact that these systems employ an ensemble of networks, and the performance of the proposed system improves by using a pre-trained network. Similarly, on Greatest Hits dataset, the proposed system achieved a significant gain with fine-tuning a pre-trained net.

### Table IV
Comparison of the CA in % of the Proposed Method along with the Existing Methods for the ASC Task. Values in () Denotes the Top-3 Accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>82.57 (88.22)</td>
<td>80.55 (85.76)</td>
<td>81.12 (86.84)</td>
<td>84.82 (89.44)</td>
<td>84.21 (88.72)</td>
<td>82.64 (88.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-CNN [53]</td>
<td>81.47 (87.23)</td>
<td>80.16 (85.21)</td>
<td>80.32 (85.42)</td>
<td>86.20 (92.60)</td>
<td>86.83 (93.12)</td>
<td>87.26 (93.33)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table V
Classification Performance of the Proposed Model for Transfer Learning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Audioset</th>
<th>Greatest Hits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ER</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed (retrained)</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>54.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed (pre-trained with fine tuning)</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>58.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed (pre-trained embedding+SVM)</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>57.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed (pre-trained embedding+LR)</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>57.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table VI
Coarse Level Fine Level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Top-K CA in % of the Proposed Method with Sequence Modelling for the ASC Task.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coarse Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed (CNN baseline)</td>
<td>85.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed (CNN+LSTM)</td>
<td>86.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed (CNN+GRU)</td>
<td>87.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table VII
Coarse Level Fine Level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Top-K CA in % of the Proposed Method with Sequence Modelling for the ASC Task.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coarse Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed (CNN baseline)</td>
<td>85.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed (CNN+LSTM)</td>
<td>86.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed (CNN+GRU)</td>
<td>87.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**C. Sequence modelling via RNN**

RNN are very efficient for identifying sequential information and thus, can further enhance the ASC performance by better modelling the temporal dynamics of acoustic sounds. However, RNN alone cannot capture the invariance present in the spectral domain [20]. Recent works have tried to combine a RNN with a CNN front end for tasks such as music tagging and polyphonic sound detection [58], [60].

In this experiment, we appended two LSTM/GRU layers (with 30 units) to the proposed 1D-CNN feature extractor, the output of which is fed to FC layers for classification. The average pooling layer is removed and frame level audio embedding is fed to RNN for sequence modelling. Table [VI] presents the results of this experiment. It can be observed that the CNN-RNN system achieved approximately 1% improvement over the CNN system. GRU layers tend to perform slightly better than LSTM layers. While the overall performance of the system improved, upon further investigation it was observed that the performance was not consistent across classes. Such a behaviour is expected as acoustic scenes with transient sound events like sneezing do not have long temporal dynamics compared to sound events like rain. This suggests that prior knowledge about sound event classes is necessary in order to benefit from RNN layers. One possible way to achieve this is to fuse multiple ASC systems trained with RNN layers only for relevant classes by using statistics from attention module. We defer such extension to future work.
VI. NETWORK ANALYSIS AND VISUALIZATION

In this section we visualize the information being modelled by the network. We present our analysis for the initial convolution layers, bottleneck layer and the network as a whole.

A. First Convolutional Layer Analysis

The major difference with existing conventional ASC frameworks in this work is the automatic feature learning front-end instead of traditional feature extraction module. Hence, it is interesting to investigate and gain insight into the information that is being modeled by the network. To this aim, our analysis involves visualization of the peak frequency of the convolution filters in the first layer, an approach which is popular among speech recognition studies [14], [18], [61]. Fig. 3 shows the filter bank magnitude response for both segmental (long kernel) and sub-segmental (short kernel) processing pipelines. It can be observed that similar to conventional mel-scale spectrogram, the network learns a non-linear mapping for feature extraction. This explains why mel-spectrogram is a popular choice for input features in ASC tasks too. Training with attention does impact learning with short kernel more than the case of long kernel, which is expected as long kernel focuses on slow varying patterns in audio signal. Further, it was observed that the proposed system consistently learned similar filters regardless of the dataset (among the ones considered) without significant variations across trials.

B. Clustering Bottleneck Features

To evaluate the effect of introducing class hierarchy in learning better audio embedding, we evaluate the clustering efficiency of the test embedding. Table VII presents the results under learning with coarse and fine labels, and combination of both. The performance is evaluated using two clustering algorithm independent metrics namely

1) Intra cluster distance (ICD): It is defined as the average over clusters of the average distance between all points inside a cluster. A lower value is better.
2) Inter cluster centroid distance (ICCD): It is defined as the average distance between all cluster centroids. A higher value is better.

Results show that the multi-task model performs better than the model without class hierarchy in both the metrics at coarse level, with the exception of ICCD metric at fine level. The lower value of ICCD at fine level might be due to the fact that model is biased towards matching global prototypes as compared to correct classification at fine level.

C. Visualizing Loss Landscape of Networks

The performance of a task specific neural nets is highly dependent on the choice of architecture, optimizer, initialization among others. One way to analyze the generality and trainability of the network as a whole is to visualize the overall loss landscape of the network [62], [63]. In this work we employ the recently proposed filter-wise normalization approach from [62] to gain insights about our trained networks. Fig. 4 shows the loss landscape for different type of network configurations, Comparing Figs. 4 (a), (b) and (c) we can observe that the landscape for network without attention is flat while with attention it becomes much sharper. It has been observed empirically that flatter minimum tend to generalize better than sharper ones [63]. However, study in [64] showed that by accounting for the complex geometry of networks, convergence to a sharp minimum can generalize well too. Nevertheless, in our case none of the networks have chaotic landscape, and with attention the network loss in considerably lower which explains its better performance. Incorporating both attention and hierarchy results in a good balance between a sharp and flat minimum. Further, Fig. 4 (d) and (e) shows how using only single feature extraction pipeline with short or long kernel affects the overall loss landscape.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we proposed an end-to-end raw waveform based CNN framework for ASC task. It has been demonstrated that the proposed system outperforms existing feature based and end-to-end learning systems. We showed that the bottleneck in the performance gap between existing raw waveform and spectrogram based systems is due to sub-optimal choice of architecture and training regime. In particular, our results demonstrate that exploiting the structure of class-label hierarchies along with attention mechanism results in significant performance gains. Further, we demonstrated the effectiveness of feature pooling in penultimate CNN layer via statistics pooling layer, as compared to conventional max/average pooling. The classification and clustering experiments showed the efficacy of the proposed framework. Additional transfer learning experiments showed the proposed model’s adaptation capability to unseen data. We also provided visualizations to highlight the impact of individual feature processing pipelines and network modules.

![Fig. 3. CNN first layer filterbank magnitude responses.](image-url)
Loss landscape of networks with: (a) hierarchy, (b) attention, (c) attention + hierarchy, (d) attention + hierarchy (long kernel only), and (e) attention + hierarchy (short kernel only). Networks in (a), (b) and (c) have both short and long kernel feature extraction pipeline. x-axis and y-axis in each plot corresponds to grid of points in two randomly chosen directions in the parameter space to obtain the visualization. z-axis corresponds to the loss value.
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